
 

 

Peter writes, 
 
A decade ago, on the morning my father died I called my 
mother. Her husband of 62 years had taken his last breath at 
9:00 o’clock. Mom was cleaning out the fridge. She was 
passing the hours between hospital and funeral home with her 
head in the refrigerator and a cleaning rag in her hand. When I 
asked her why she was doing this chore she said “Well, I had to 
do something.” 
 
I told her that I had just flooded the backyard rink in dad’s 
honour because he had made so many rinks for so many kids 
over the years. Mom said, “Maybe so, but he didn’t clean many 
refrigerators.” 
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Her instincts were good. In the hours of devastation, we divert the mind from its incalculable loss. 
Refrigerators can do this. They are natural short-term therapy. We have to find a way to go on living 
and to survive what the mind cannot grasp or comprehend. “Well, I had to do something.” 
 
You can fix a problem. You can’t fix a loss. 
You can attack a problem. You can’t attack a loss. 
You can get a grip on a problem. It’s harder to get a grip on letting go. 
 
Imagine if 18 months ago someone had told you that the world was about to be swept into a deadly 
disease, one never before encountered in human life, that you and every other person living on the 
planet would be susceptible, that there was no known cure, that in the time it takes for the earth to 
circle the sun the rising death toll would reach 24,000 in Canada, 564,000 in the United States and 
3,000,000 around the world. How would you have coped with such news?  
 
It is a massive understatement to say we weren’t ready for this. Our minds have been busy devising a 
multiplicity of strategies to attack this problem, but our hearts take longer to absorb this as a loss. 
 
One thing we know about loss is that its interior is larger than its shell. 
 
Several summers ago, I was invited to visit the small villages in Quebec where ministry had begun, 
for me. It was a lovely reunion with old friends and mentors, but the purpose of our gathering was to 
close the doors of two beautiful little churches by the sea. It was a brilliant day in the sunshine and a 
good day to be together for a lunch in the community hall. And it was a sad day - hard on the heart. 
 
It’s true that the people of those little churches can still drive to a congregation in a town 40 minutes 
away. By electronic means they have access to many diverse and dynamic congregations in the wider 
church. There are solutions to the problem. But there is no solution to the loss of a community 
heartbeat. The interior of it is larger than its shell. 
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Yet the heart is not left defenseless. We all sooner or later become acquainted with loss; loss of a loved 
one or of a dream; loss of innocence or of health. Because you have experienced loss in your life you 
carry within you an awareness of what it takes to go on living and what it means to go on loving. Loss has 
taken you beyond the border of the known world. It has broken open and widened the heart. It has taken 
you down the dark stairs into a deeper self and revealed a clearer purpose in living. We all have the 
wisdom of the heart to hold us while the strategies of the mind seek to preserve us. 
 
What seems clear is that loss brings us closer to the truth than the mind can ever manage. It is a costly, 
lonely, and God-haunted gift. 
 
Meanwhile, as my mother knew, we “have to do something.” This is where casseroles, visits, helping 
hands, thoughtful letters, shared memories, compassionate public policy, and honest leadership come in. 
We may not be able to fix a loss, but we are not helpless. The heart must go on. 
 
Perhaps this is why the most awful day in our spiritual year is called Good Friday. Deep in our hearts we 
know ourselves to be capable of this strange alchemy: to draw up from the well of loss the clear water of 
kindness and love. 
 
If they ask you why you repay life’s grief with life’s love, you can take a line from my mother, “Well, I 
had to do something.” 
 

Here’s the poem we started to learn last Sunday. It’s a 
good one to say while we’re working at the planting. 
 
 
Dig a little 
Dig a lot 
Dig a brand new garden spot. 
 
 
 
 
 
Plant a little 
Plant a lot 
Plant the bulbs and seeds we bought. 
 
 
 
 
 
Wait a little  
Wait a lot 
Wait much longer than we thought. 
 
 
 
 
 
Pick a little 
Pick a lot 
Share the best bouquet we’ve got. 
                               
                                          George Shannon (alt) 



 

 

Reverend Ellen Beairsto 

Ellen writes, 
 

In 1791 Duncan Blair, a Scottish soldier sta-
tioned here in Fredericton, missed the faith 
community he had left behind. He missed the 
worship, the friendship, the fellowship, the 
community. So, he and his wife, Mary, decided 
to invite 12 people into their home for a Sun-
day Worship time. This was the beginning of 
the Fredericton Methodist Church community 
which in 1925 became Wilmot United Church 
community. It grew over the years. Its mission 
shifted from time to time depending on the 
needs they saw around them and out in the 
world, but they continued to be a faith commu-
nity filled with love.  
 

The world has changed so much since Duncan and Mary Blair opened their front door that Sunday 
evening - more and more globalization - amazing advancements in technology - increasing popula-
tion – concerns for our earth and so on. But what hasn’t changed is our need for community.  
 
As you know, for much of the past year, our Wilmot community no longer sat in the boxed pews that 
were built with such pride and craftmanship. No longer do we meet after the Sunday Service sipping 
a cup of coffee and sharing conversations. The faces and sounds of our children, our youth, our choir 
as well as people of all ages – our community are missed. The words ZOOM and livestreaming have 
become part of our everyday language.  
 
BUT...we remain a faithful community filled with hope and with love – a community that is com-
mitted to our mission and ministry – a community that reaches far beyond the walls of our church.  
 
A few weeks ago, we began our journey across the country – a journey filled love, prayers, and a 
dash of excitement. A journey that we travel together as a community touching others along the way. 
The number of participants grows weekly.  
 
This past week I received an email from Helen in response to our virtual journey. Helen, who lives 
in Quebec and is one of our online readers, wrote: 
 
We who are housebound thank you for your offer of good news. Please include me in your journey. I 
too am walking in mind and memories. I have already spoken to others who like me, have family and 
friends across Canada and beyond. 
 
Welcome aboard, Helen.  
 

A few weeks ago, we began our journey across the country – a journey filled with energy and a 
dash of excitement.   
 
This week we left Thunder Bay and continued along to Winnipeg and then headed north to Flin 
Flon, one of only two communities in Canada that is situated in two provinces. Much to my          
surprise, we just kept going and were able to cover the distance to the Athabasca Sand Dunes  
National Park - one of the most northerly active sand dune formations on earth. It is now on my 
bucket list of places to visit. After spending a little time on the Sand Dunes, we headed off to     
Yellowknife! We’re almost there so keep those kms coming! 
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Peter Short and Ellen Beairsto share an interim ministry             
at Wilmot United Church as the congregation prepares to          

call a new ministry team.  

Amy Poehler, a writer and actress, once wrote:  
 
Find a group of people who challenge and inspire you, spend a lot of time with them, and it will 
change your life.  
 
May you feel the strength, the companionship, and the community as we move across the country 
keeping all in our prayers. 
 
Until next week. 
 

Yellowknife, North West Territories 


